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Press release 

15.07.2024 

Release 2024 for Top Rapid,  
the line of quick-coupling hinges  

for window profiles  
made by Master Italy. 

 

Top Rapid from Master is the quick-coupling system for window profiles 

that has conquered the Italian and international market due to its compre-

hensive range, quality and reliability. Accompanied by the Top Rapid+ 

version, which includes a pre-assembled pin and bushing to further simplify 

installation procedures, Top Rapid has confirmed itself for years as one of 

the leading hinge solutions for window profiles. 

In 2024, the Master hinge line gets a makeover with a restyled logo and 

updated graphics for all packaging. The novelties, however, are not just 

about aesthetics: the “TOP RAPID, quick-assembly version” is now also 

available in packs of 25 pieces, in addition to the traditional 50-piece ver-

sion. From a technical point of view, the quick-fastening to the profile sys-

tem has been further optimised to ensure even faster installation.  

 

 

Reliable, durable, complete, Top Rapid can also boast among its strengths:  
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- the flaps with calibrated groove to ensure perfect alignment dur-

ing assembly;  

- the press fitted pin in STAINLESS steel that ensures highly accurate 

and quick installation;  

- the pivot system, screws and notched stainless steel plates that 

guarantee maximum grip as well as reliability and durability. 

The range is completed with 2-flap and 3-flap versions, the version with 

the third hole and the version with adjustable bushing. 

 

 

 


